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Dear frieNDs aND Colleagues, 
 

i feel privileged to welcome you, on behalf of the Baltic Pride team, to the  

international Human rights Conference Towards a Future European Roadmap 
for LGBTI Equality.

Baltic Pride festival continue to grow every year and we are delighted with this programme – over 25 

speakers, including government representatives, international and local decision-makers, experts and 

fellow activists.

since the beginning of the 8th legislature of the european Parliament in 2014, the european union has 

consistently expressed support for human rights for lgBTi individuals within and beyond the eu. While we 

can celebrate several achievements in the field, there is still work to do to fully guarantee and protect 

the human rights of lgBTi people. in this last year of the List of Actions to advance LGBTI equality (2015–2019),  

we invite you to discuss its implementation so far and the future of a comprehensive lgBTi strategy.

according to ilga-europe’s 2019 rainbow Map and index, the Baltic states lag behind Western european 

countries when it comes to ensuring lgBTi human rights. However, 2019 began with a landmark ruling 

by the Constitutional Court of lithuania on the right of a same-sex spouse of a lithuanian citizen to 

reside in lithuania on the ground of family reunification. This decision makes me feel optimistic and gives 

hope that the long-awaited change is coming.

The best practices shared during the international Human rights Conference will inspire hope, 

determination, and give a chance to learn from other member states of the european union striving 

for progress in the field of lgBTi human rights. religion did not stop ostensibly Catholic Malta from 

becoming a leader of the lgBTi human rights movement. Maltese Minister for european affairs & equality, 

Helena Dalli, will share with us the reasons behind Malta’s phenomenon. irish senator David Norris, as 

keynote speaker, will address the steps he personally took in the campaign to end the criminalisation of 

homosexuality in ireland, as well as the key aspects of the stark differences between the lgBTi human 

rights policies in ireland and lithuania since homosexuality was decriminalised in both countries 

in 1993.

for the first time in Baltic Pride history, the festival has received support from those representatives of the 

business sector who have signed the lithuanian Diversity Charter – and together we will explore how 

businesses are shaping perceptions towards diversity.

We hope that you will be inspired by hearing of good practices to keep fighting for full implementation 

of lgBTi human rights in the region, and by the chance to network with human rights defenders from 

all over the europe.

LGL team is looking forward to seeing you in Vilnius to help us shape the future of LGBTI human rights in 

the Baltics. 

VLADIMIR SIMONKO 

eXeCuTiVe DireC Tor of lgl
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summary 

The one-day International Human Rights Conference constitutes a vital and prestigious part of the Baltic 

Pride festival 2019.

The Conference is focused on a central topic culturally and currently relevant to lgBTi rights. The aim of 

the event is to invite local and international speakers to discuss the event’s topics and for participants to 

explore different viewpoints, become aware of historical and current lgBTi contexts locally and abroad, 

and to develop a vision for the future of the lgBTi community. 

The theme of the 2019 Conference is Towards a Future European Roadmap for LGBTI Equality which 

will be discussed in four panels exploring the theme through governmental, civil society and business 

lenses.

The main topics to be discussed in the Conference are: 

1. New european policy guidelines for the protection of lgBTi rights on the european Commission’s 

agenda, following the recent european Parliament elections;

2. Challenges in the Baltic states of lithuania, latvia and estonia for a broader inclusion of lgBTi 

interests in policy-making processes;

3. good practices that advance lgBTi integration;

4. The implementation of the recommendations by the european Commission to advance lgBTi 

rights.

The working language of the conference is English. 

The event will be livestreamed on the 15min news portal – www.15min.lt – with a simultaneous 
translation into Lithuanian.

James KirchicK 

James Kirchick is a visiting fellow in the Center on the united states and europe 

and Project on international order and strategy at the Brookings institution. 

a widely published journalist, he is author of The end of europe: Dictators, 

Demagogues and the Coming Dark age (Yale, 2017), a columnist for Tablet 

Magazine, and a frequent contributor to a wide array of publications including 

the los angeles Times, The Washington Post, frankfurter allgemeine Zeitung, Politico, foreign Policy, 

The Weekly standard, and Commentary among many others.

a leading voice on american gay politics and international gay rights, he is a recipient of the National 

lesbian and gay Journalists association Journalist of the Year award and is currently at work on a 

history of gay Washington, D.C. for Henry Holt. He has been a robert Bosch foundation fellow in Berlin,  

a Hoover institution Media fellow and a Phillips foundation Journalism fellow, and he is a professional 

member of the PeN american Center and a term member of the Council on foreign relations.
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our speakers For The day, 
aLphaBeTICaLLy:

AKuLIčS, SERgEjS – lgBT activist & Board member, latvijas attistibai, Political Party, latvia

ALMELAND, gRuNDE – Member of Parliament, Norway

AušTREVIčIuS, PETRAS – Member of the european Parliament, liberals Party of the republic  

of lithuania, lithuania

DALLI, HELENA – Minister for european affairs & equality, Malta

FRöLIcH, RALF – President, lgBTi-liberals of europe, germany

gOLubEVA, MARIjA – Deputy secretary of the Parliament, latvia

gREENFIELD-TuRK, bRENDAN – Moody’s investor service: assistant Vice President – strategy & Business  

analysis, united Kingdom

gRIgIENė, DOVILė – Head of swedbank in lithuania, lithuania

guAIANA,YuRI – secretary, lgBTi liberals of europe, italy 

HODuN, MILOSz – Board member, european liberal forum, Poland

KIRcHIcK, jAMES – reporter, foreign correspondent, author, and columnist, united states

KLEPSVIK, KARSTEN – ambassador of Norway to lithuania, Norway

LEVcHuK, TYMuR – executive Director, fulcrum, lgBT organization, ukraine 

McKELVIE, cHRISTINA  – Minister for older People and equalities, scotland

MEIjDAM, WESTER – lgBTi unit, Directorate-general for Justice & Consumer,  

european Commission, Netherlands

NIjMEIjER, HENK – Member of Drenthe regional parliament, Netherlands

NORDSTRöM, MATS – President, HBT-liberaler sweden and vice president  

of lgBTi-liberals of europe, sweden

NORRIS, DAVID – independent senator & Civil rights activist, ireland

ODINETS, EDuARD – President, social Democratic group in Kohtla-Järve City Council, estonia

PARADIS, EVELYNE – executive Director of ilga-europe, Belgium

RASKEVIčIuS, TOMAS VYTAuTAS – Member of Vilnius City Council, lithuania

REDNER, cEcILIA – Diocesan chaplain for child and youth ministry in the Diocese of Västerås,  

Church of sweden, sweden

ROSA, MONIKA – Member of Parliament & spokesperson in lgBT issues, Nowocesna Party, Poland

SIMONKO, VLADIMIR – executive Director, National lgBT rights organization, lgl, lithuania

SKuSEVIčIuS, DARIuS – Vice-Minister of foreign affairs of lithuania, lithuania

SubRT, PAVEL – east meets West – Co-founder, austria

VASILIAuSKAITė, VIKTORIjA – lithuanian City of london Club – former President and  

current Honorary Member, united Kingdom
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ConFerenCe proGramme at a glance

08:00 – 09:00 Registration of participants and welcome drinks

09:00 – 09:40 WELcOME & OPENINg REMARKS

09:40 – 10:00 KEYNOTE ADDRESS: David Norris

10:00 – 11:30 PANEL I

implementation of the recommendations by the european 
Commission to advance lgBTi rights – Challenges & good 
Practices

11:30 – 12:00 Refreshments

12:00 – 13:00 PANEL II*

sogi & inclusive Workplace environment: How Businesses 
are shaping Perceptions towards Diversity

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch

14:00 – 15:15 RALF DAHRENDORF ROuNDTAbLE I**

lgBTi rights in Times of Populism – liberal ideas for a More 
Tolerant europe: Quick transitions to lgBTi acceptance and 
how they came about. What to learn for eastern europe?  

15:15 – 16:15 RALF DAHRENDORF ROuNDTAbLE II**

lgBTi rights in Times of Populism – liberal ideas for a More 
Tolerant europe: 11 days after the european Parliament 
elections and with the dust settling over a new european 
lgBTi political landscape, where are we? 

16:15 – 16:30 closing Remarks

16:30 – 17:30 Refreshments

*  in cooperation with lithuanian Diversity Charter

**  in cooperation with european liberal forum and silC
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weLCome & openInG remarks:  
09:00 – 09:40

Our host: jAMES KIRcHIcK
  Reporter, foreign correspondent, author, and columnist, 
  United States

greetings: DARIuS SKuSEVIčIuS
  Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs of Lithuania, 
  Lithuania

greetings: KARSTEN KLEPSVIK
  Ambassador, Royal Norwegian Embassy in Vilnius, 
  Norway

greetings: VLADIMIR SIMONKO
  Executive Director, National LGBT Rights Organization LGL, 
  Lithuania

greetings: DOVILė gRIgIENė
  Head of Swedbank in Lithuania, 
  Lithuania

Photo credits: augustas Didžgalvis

Photo credits: augustas Didžgalvis
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keynoTe address: 09:40 – 10:00

DaviD Norris

Independent Senator & Civil Rights Activist, Ireland

David Patrick Bernard Norris is an irish scholar, independent senator and civil 

rights activist. internationally, Norris is credited with having “managed, almost 

single-handedly, to overthrow the anti-homosexuality law which brought about the downfall of oscar 

Wilde”, a feat he achieved in 1988 after a fourteen-year campaign. Norris has since then expanded his 

activism to a concept of “universal rights”.

He was the first openly gay person to be elected to public office in ireland. a founder of the Campaign 

for Homosexual law reform, he is also a prominent member of the Church of ireland. in 2011, he was a 

candidate for the election of President of ireland, but withdrew temporarily from the race as a result of 

the vicious onslaught by the media. He then re-entered the race but his campaign was fatally damaged. 

after the election he took 10 libel actions and won each and every one. 

Norris represents the university of Dublin constituency in the seanad as an independent. He was first 

elected to the seanad in 1987, and has been re-elected at each election since.

paneL I: 10:00 – 11:30

Implementation of the recommendations by the European commission to 
advance  LgbTI rights: challenges & good Practices

in 2015, the european Commission published the list of actions to advance lgBTi equality in the areas 

of non-discrimination, education, employment, health, free movement, asylum, hate speech/hate crime, 

enlargement and foreign policy. according to ilga-europe, the actions proposed remained very general 

and lacked ambition. However, according to the 2016 and 2017 implementation reports, progress has 

been made. 

in this last year of the List of Actions (2015-2019), we invite you to discuss its implementation so far, 

including: good practices from Norway, scotland and Malta that advance lgBTi integration; challenges 

in the Baltic states; and the future of the list of actions. in December 2018, 19 eu member states signed 

a joint non-paper to pledge support to the incoming european Commission to address discrimination 

against lgBTi persons and to call for the adoption of a comprehensive lgBTi strategy. 

Following an introduction by the moderator, each speaker will briefly give their perspectives before a panel 

discussion and audience Q&A.  
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V I D E O  g R E E T I N g 

věra Jourová  

European Commissioner for Justice, Consumers & Gender Equality

M O D E R A T O R

evelyNe ParaDis

Executive Director of ILGA-Europe, Belgium

as the executive Director of ilga-europe, evelyne is responsible for providing 

overall leadership, strategic direction and management of the organisation.

evelyne joined ilga-europe in 2005. Before becoming ilga-europe’s executive Director, she held 

the position  of Policy Director, coordinating the organisation’s advocacy work with the european union, 

the Council of europe and the organization for security & Co-operation in europe. among other things, 

she led ilga-europe’s campaign and lobbying work on the newly proposed eu anti-discrimination  

directive. 

S P E A K E R S

christiNa mcKelvie 

Minister for Older People & Equalities, Scotland

Christina McKelvie is the Minister for older People & equalities of scotland 

since June 2018. The Minister is responsible for: equalities; protection and 

development of social and human rights; older people; disabilities and crossgovernment co-ordination 

of policies in support of women and gender equality. 

Previously Ms McKelvie worked as a learning and development officer for glasgow City Council. she has 

been MsP for Hamilton, larkhall and stonehouse since May 2011 and was previously the Convener of the 

Parliament’s equalities and Human rights Committee.

she has constantly spoken out and on issues including human rights, protection of refugees, and 

promotion of a fairer and more equal society.

Photo credits: ilga-europe
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heleNa Dalli 

Minister for European Affairs & Equality, Malta

Helena Dalli is the Minister for european affairs & equality of Malta. in 2016, 

Minister Dalli was the first Maltese nominee and winner of the european 

Diversity award for her work in human rights and equality at the local and international level. 

she was first elected to Parliament in 1996, and was subsequently re-elected in 1998, 2003, 2008, 2013 

and 2017 – making Dr. Dalli’s experience in the Maltese Parliament one of the longest of a woman in 

Maltese politics.  additionally, she is the only woman to be elected from two districts for the labour 

Party. 

During the 2013–2017 legislature, she was minister for social Dialogue, Consumer affairs & Civil liberties. 

under her direction, the government introduced several laws and policies to strengthen the equality and 

human rights framework, placing Malta as a leader in europe in this field. 

mariJa Golubeva

Deputy Secretary of the Parliament, Latvia

Marija golubeva is a member of the latvian Parliament for the liberal 

Development/for! group. she is also Deputy secretary of the Parliament. 

Marija has a PhD in history from the university of Cambridge. in 2004–2011 and 2014–2016, she worked 

with the latvian public policy think-tank ProViDus. in 2012–2014 she served as a senior consultant with 

iCf international in Brussels. 

Before being elected to the latvian Parliament and subsequently, she has managed her own company, 

rHC Consulting, which specialises in education policy consultancy for european institutions.

GruNDe almelaND

Member of Parliament, Norway

grunde almeland is a Member of Parliament in Norway, representing the city 

of oslo. as a member of the standing Committee on family & Cultural affairs, 

he is the spokesperson on issues such as equality and discrimination, family affairs and the rights of 

children. He is also in the leadership of the liberal Party lgBTi+ network. in addition, grunde is a member 

of the Nordic Council as well as the City of oslo’s council on gender and sexuality diversity.
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Wester meiJDam

LGBTI unit, Directorate-General for Justice & Consumer, European 

Commission, Netherlands

Wester Meijdam works for the european Commission at the Directorate-

general for Justice & Consumers, in the unit  for non-discrimination and roma coordination. in his 

role, he is responsible for combating the discrimination of lgBTi people in the eu, and coordinates the 

Commission’s List of actions to advance LGBTI equality. 

The list of actions includes activities in eu policy areas relevant to lgBTi people  such as non-discrimina-

tion, education, employment, health, free movement, asylum, hate speech/hate crime, enlargement and 

foreign policy. Previously, he worked at the Ministry of education, Culture & science and the Ministry of 

the interior & Kingdom relations, both in the Netherlands.
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paneL II: 12:00 – 13:00

SOgI* and Inclusive Workplace Environment: How businesses are Shaping Perceptions 
towards Diversity

lithuanian Diversity Charter invites you to a panel discussion which will take a closer look at how 

companies are ensuring diversity in the workplace through the application of different approaches 

and metho dologies towards diversity and inclusion. The discussion will give the opportunity to learn 

how businesses are developing strategic thinking on inclusive working environments and how they are 

shaping societal attitudes towards diversity in general and to sogi in particular. in addition, it will shed 

light on such complex issues as intersectionality in the workplace, where companies are challenging 

themselves to ‘normalize’ diversity by (i) creating an environment of mutual coexistence as an integral 

part of business development and (ii) doing ‘extra mile’ attempts to adapt (working) environments to the 

complex characteristics of diverse societies.   

Following an introduction by the moderator, each speaker will briefly give their perspectives before a panel 

discussion and audience Q&A.  

hosTed By: Lithuanian diversity Charter

M O D E R A T O R

tomas vytautas rasKevičius

Member of Vilnius City Council, Lithuania

Tomas Vytautas raskevičius (pronoun: he/him/his) is in an independent 

lgBT+ human rights advocate. in 2017, he initiated the strategic litigation 

process which resulted in removal of the abusive sterilization requirement for obtaining legal gender 

recognition. Tomas also has significant experience in the field of hate crime prevention. He conducted 

capacity building trainings for more than 300 law enforcement officers and is a legal representative 

of the applicants in the eCHr’s case Beizaras v. Lithuania (App. No. 41288/15) focusing on extreme 

homophobic hate speech online. in 2019, Tomas was elected to the Vilnius City Council as the first 

openly lgBT+ politician.

*  sexual orientation & gender identity
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S P E A K E R S

viKtoriJa vasiliausKaitė

Lithuanian City of London Club: Former President and current 

Honorary Member, United Kingdom

Viktorija has held senior management roles at fTse 100 companies. she has 

led teams and multi-million-pound programmes of works in various industries including insurance,  

iT-startup, hospitals & civil engineering. in her latest venture, Viktorija is a shareholder and the Head of 

operations at a uK-based civil engineering business which has doubled its turnover in the last 3 years. 

Pavel subrt

East meets West: Co-founder, Austria

Pavel subrt is the co-founder of east meets West, the network of lgBTi 

Professionals from Western & (primarily) eastern europe. since 2013, east meets 

West has facilitated the exchange of ideas and the sharing of best practices and it continues to provide 

inspiration to improve the social acceptance of lgBTi people across the region. 

Pavel, born in 1977 in the Czech republic, holds a business degree from the anglo-american university 

(aau) of Prague and his career in the financial industry began in the Czech republic. in 2004, he joined 

an international bank and through various oPs/iT positions he gained an extensive knowledge of the 

eMea and Cis markets. 

after raising the operational and technological excellence of Contact Centers in Central & eastern europe, 

he now focuses on Digital Banking and innovation Management. 

Pavel lives with his husband laco in Vienna and Prague. in 2018, Pavel co-founded Brich austria, the joint 

initiative of the lgBTi employee resource groups of austrian companies.

breNDaN GreeNfielD-turK

Moody’s Investor Service: Assistant Vice President – Strategy & 

Business Analysis, United Kingdom

Brendan greenfield-Turk works as an assistant Vice President – strategy & 

Business analysis in the eMea regional Management team within Moody’s investor service. in this role, 

he is involved with implementing the regional strategy and ensuring effective coordination of initiatives 

across different lines of business and geographies. He is based in london but currently on secondment 

to lithuania to lead the establishment of Moody’s new Vilnius office. He is responsible for overseeing 
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the office launch, initial recruitment activities and for ensuring Moody’s diversity and inclusion values are 

embedded within the office culture.

Brendan was co-chair of Moody’s uK lgBT & allies employee resource group from 2016 through 2017. 

During his tenure, general membership to the lgBT group grew by over 40%, the group expanded its 

remit to other eMea offices, and Moody’s presence at london Pride increased from ~20 to ~80 persons. 

furthermore, Moody’s improved its ranking on the stonewall Workplace equality index (Wei) by over 

20 places during his time in this position. stonewall is the largest lgBT rights organisation in the uK. 

Moody’s was recognised as the 44th best employer of lgBT people in the uK for 2019 on the stonewall 

Wei. recently, he also contributed to an initiative to incorporate mental health into Moody’s diversity and 

inclusion strategy. 

Brendan grew up in Zimbabwe and has lived in south africa and the united Kingdom. He has a Bsc Hons 

degree in environmental science and Botany and is a member of the association of Chartered Certified 

accountants (aCCa).
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The roundtable ‘LgbTI Rights in times of Populism – Liberal ideas for a more Tolerant Europe’, 
taking place on the fringes of the Human Rights conference, is organized by the European Liberal 
Forum in cooperation with the Swedish International Liberal centre, with the financial support of 
the European Parliament. Neither the European Parliament nor the European Liberal Forum are 
responsible for the content, or for any use that may be made of it.

raLF dahrendorF  
roundTaBLe I: 14:00 – 15:15

Ralf Dahrendorf Roundtable LGBTI Rights in Times of Populism – Liberal Ideas for a More 
Tole rant Europe: Quick transitions to LgbTI acceptance and how they came about. What 
to learn for Eastern Europe?  

Welcome to an optimistic session. The time we live in is often described as a dark age for human rights 

where setbacks are being seen in field after field. everything from freedom of speech, to the right to 

organize and to respect for minorities is being pushed back in favour of nationalistic and conservative 

ideals, populism and securitization. However, there are beams of light to hold on to; the last decades have 

shown many examples of democratic advances globally, not least in terms of acceptance and tolerance 

for lgBTi rights. 

in this panel we will listen to the priest Cecilia redner, representing the church of sweden, who will tell 

the story of how her organization became a religious community open for everyone. We will then listen 

to activists from Poland, latvia and ukraine giving their views on what positive signs there are in Central 

& eastern europe, how these can be capitalized on and how similar rapid transitions could be achieved 

also in their corners of our continent.

Following an introduction by the moderator, each speaker will briefly give their perspectives before a panel 

discussion and audience Q&A.  

hosTed By: european Liberal Forum and sILC

W E L c O M E  b Y :

ralf fröhlich

President, LGBTI-liberals of Europe, Germany

ralf fröhlich is the president of lgBTi liberals of europe, a network of national 

lgBTi organisations in close cooperation with liberal political parties in their 
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country. The aim of the network is to develop and promote liberal lgBTi policies and facilitate the 

dialogue between liberal parties and the lgBTi community. 

ralf has been active in liberal parties in both sweden and germany and his work life brought him both 

to the Council of europe, the united Nations and the swedish Chamber of Commerce. He is today the 

Ceo of a communication agency and is the project leader for the establishment of a new international 

academy of the esperanto movement.  

milosz hoDuN

Board member, European Liberal Forum, Poland

Milosz Hodun, PhD, is the international officer of the Projekt: Polska association 

and international advisor at Nowoczesna, the Polish liberal party. additionally, 

he is a member of the Board of Directors of the european liberal forum, think tank of the alDe Party. 

furthermore, he is a part-time teacher at reykjavik university’s school of law.

M O D E R A T O R

mats NorDström

President, HBT-liberaler Sweden and vice president of LGBTI-liberals 

of Europe, Sweden

Mats been working with lgBTi issues for 20 years and has served as president 

of stockholm pride since 2001. since 2010, he has been on the board of HBT-liberaler (lgBTi-liberals), 

and from 2015 has acted as their president. HBT-liberaler was founded in 1980 and is affiliated with the 

swedish liberal Party, liberalerna. additionally, Mats is Co-founder and Vice-President of the european 

liberal organization, lgBTi liberals of europe.  

S P E A K E R S

serGeJs aKuličs

LGBT Activist & Board member, Latvijas Attistibai, Political Party, 

Latvia

sergejs akuličs is the board member of liberal political party “latvijas attīstībai” 

in latvia and is a pharmaceutical professional, college lecturer and human right activist. for several 
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years, he has been an active member of Ngo agiHas, latvia – a support group for people living with  

HiV/aiDs – as both a participant and representative in different projects.

sergejs participated as a candidate in the latest political elections which took place in latvia – both 

municipal and national elections as well as for the european Parliament representing the electoral union 

Development/for! (in latvian: Attīstībai/Par!, AP!), which supports both development of an inclusive 

society and human rights.

tymur levchuK

Executive Director, Fulcrum, LGBT organization, Ukraine 

Tymur levchuk is a young lgBT+ leader and graduate of the us program 

open World. He has participated in the exhibition Patriots, Citizens, Lovers by 

the future generation art Prize winner Carlos Motta which was developed in conversation with ukrai nian 

journalist Maxim ivanukha and is composed of ten urgent interviews with ukrainian lgBTi and queer 

activists who discuss the critical and dire situation of lesbian, gay, trans and intersex lives in ukraine in  

a time of war.

With his partner, Tymur has repeated a video experiment of the russian project Cheburussia TV to film 

the reactions of passers-by to a gay couple holding hands walking on the streets of Kyiv.  additionally, 

he was involved in the gaycation project in Kyiv in which ellen Page and her best friend, ian Daniel, set 

off on a personal journey to explore lgBTQ cultures around the world and in which they visited ukraine 

to meet with local activists there.

Tymur now holds a position of executive Director at non-governmental organization fulcrum and is 

responsible for the general management of the organization and the planning and implementing of 

projects.  He is also a member of the supervisory board of ukrainian TV political project New Leaders. 

additionally, Tymur is the author of the first guidelines for ukrainian politics on how to include lgBT issue 

in political programs.

eDuarD oDiNets

President, Social Democratic Group on Kohtla-Järve City Council, 

Estonia

eduard odinets is a rainbow rose and Party of european socialists (Pes) 

activist and leader of Vikerroos/rainbow rose in estonia. additionally, eduard is President of the social 

Democratic group on Kohtla-Järve City Council and is former Head of office of the Minister for Population 

of estonia. eduard has an Ma in education.  
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cecilia reDNer

Diocesan chaplain for child and youth ministry in the Diocese of 

Västerås, Church of Sweden, Sweden

Cecilia was ordained minister of the evangelical lutheran Church of sweden in 

1996 and has since then been working mainly with child and youth issues and rights. Cecilia coordinates 

the child and youth work in the Diocese of Västerås and is chaplain for the youth organisation. The 

Diocese of Västerås has for more than 20 years created safe spaces, camps and meeting places for – 

and together with – lgBT youths. an important part of that work is to give strength and hope to youth 

struggling to be both a believer and an lgBT person, meeting discrimination and prejudice from both  

contexts.

moNiKa rosa

Member of Parliament & spokesperson in LGBT issues, Nowocesna 

Party, Poland  

Monika rosa is member of the Polish Parliament for the Nowoczesna liberal 

political party and a Chairwomen of the party in silesia. in the Polish Parliament, she is currently a 

member of both the energy & state Treasury standing committee and of the ethnic & National 

Minorities standing committee. Prior to joining the Parliament, Monika worked in the Chancellery of 

the President of the republic of Poland. she has been involved in non-governmental organizations – for  

example the Projekt: Polska association – and has worked in local media, formerly also running a student  

newspaper.
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The roundtable ‘LgbTI Rights in times of Populism – Liberal ideas for a more Tolerant Europe’, 
taking place on the fringes of the Human Rights conference, is organized by the European Liberal 
Forum in cooperation with the Swedish International Liberal centre, with the financial support of 
the European Parliament. Neither the European Parliament nor the European Liberal Forum are 
responsible for the content, or for any use that may be made of it.

raLF dahrendorF  
roundTaBLe II: 15:15 – 16:15

Ralf Dahrendorf Roundtable LGBTI Rights in Times of Populism - Liberal Ideas for a More 
Tolerant Europe: 11 days after the European Parliamentary elections and with the dust 
settling over a new European LgbTI political landscape, where are we?  

europe has a new set of 751 elected representatives to look after our interests. But what influence does 

the eu have on lgBTi rights? and what can we expect from the movements and political formations that 

will take place in Brussels in the upcoming 5 years? This session will reflect on the political landscape 

of europe and its actors and the current frontlines of lgBTi politics. our panelists come from different 

political camps and will share their varied outlooks on what is going on. Whatever differences, we hope 

this panel can give an insight into how the democratic movements of europe can work better together 

and how to win over the enemies of an open society.

Following an introduction by the moderator, each speaker will briefly give their perspectives before a panel 

discussion and audience Q&A.  

hosTed By: european Liberal Forum and sILC

M O D E R A T O R

mats NorDström

President, HBT-liberaler Sweden and vice president of LGBTI-liberals 

of Europe, Sweden

Mats been working with lgBTi issues for 20 years and has served as president 

of stockholm pride since 2001. since 2010, he has been on the board of HBT-liberaler (lgBTi-liberals), 

and from 2015 has acted as their president. HBT-liberaler was founded in 1980 and is affiliated with the 

swedish liberal Party, libe ralerna. additionally, Mats is Co-founder and Vice-President of the european 

liberal organization, lgBTi liberals of europe.  
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S P E A K E R S

Petras auštrevičius

Member of the European Parliament, Liberals Movement  

of the Republic of Lithuania, Lithuania

Mr Petras auštrevičius is a lithuanian politician, diplomat, civil society activist 

and a member of the european Parliament (since 2014) where he serves on the Committee on foreign 

affairs (afeT), acts as a coordinator for the alliance of liberals and Democrats for europe (alDe) in the 

subcommittee on Human rights (Droi), and has been elected as Chair of the Delegation for relations 

with afghanistan. in addition to these positions, he is a substitute member for the Committee on regional 

Development (regi), the Delegation to the eu-Moldova Parliamentary Cooperation Committee, and the 

Delegation to the euronest Parliamentary assembly.

Previously, Mr auštrevičius was a member of the seimas (lithuanian Parliament) for 10 years. from 2001 

to 2002, he was a Chief Negotiator for lithuania’s membership to the european union. Mr auštrevičius 

is a co-founder and first chairman of the liberals Movement of the republic of lithuania, as well as 

cofounder of the lithuanian free Market institute and the institute of liberal Thought. Mr auštrevičius 

was also a President of the federalist movement in lithuania.

yuri GuaiaNa

Secretary, LGBTI Liberals of Europe, Italy

Yuri holds a PhD in the History of Contemporary europe and a bachelor’s  

degree in Political sciences. He is president of Associazione Radicale Certi 

Diritti – an italian organisation promoting Human and Civil rights via lobbying, advocacy campaigns 

and strategic litigations. He is also secretary of lgBTi liberals of europe and works as senior campaigns 

manager for the global lgBT+ rights organisation All Out.

heNK NiJmeiJer

Member of Drenthe regional parliament, Netherlands

Henk Nijmeijer is an openly gay member of the regional parliament of the 

province Drenthe in The Netherlands for the greenleft Party. He has taken 

initiatives to make the province, that is situated in the northern part of the Netherlands, to be a rainbow 

Province. in 2016, the parliament of the Province Drenthe decided to become the first rainbow Province 

of The Netherlands in order to increase the attention on – and the social acceptance of – its lgBTi 

citizens. in 2017, policymakers from the province of Drenthe and all of its municipalities have started to 

Photo credits: ilga-europe
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make action plans for local and regional lgBTi policy. Meanwhile, 10 other provincial governments in 

the Netherlands have followed the province of Drenthe and are aiming to equal the Drenthe province 

successes.

evelyNe ParaDis

Executive Director of ILGA-Europe, Belgium

as the executive Director of ilga-europe, evelyne is responsible for providing 

overall leadership, strategic direction and management of the organisation.

evelyne joined ilga-europe in 2005. Before becoming ilga-europe’s executive Director, she held the 

position of Policy Director, coordinating the organisation’s advocacy work with the european union, 

the Council of europe and the organization for security & Co-operation in europe. among other things, 

she led ilga-europe’s campaign and lobbying work on the newly proposed eu anti-discrimination  

directive.

Photo credits: ilga-europe
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